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Tony:

Hey, Paleo na㐠ㄭon. I'm Tony Federico, and you're listening to Paleo Magazine Radio,
the oﬃcial podcast of the original Paleo Lifestyle Publica㐠ㄭon.
While a certain por㐠ㄭon of success can be a㌴‱ributed to unearned advantages such
as family wealth, good looks, or luck, another perhaps more signiﬁcant por㐠ㄭon lies
squarely within our control. What do we do with that control? How do we harness
our energies to create opportuni㐠ㄭes, make connec㐠ㄭons, and come out ahead?
Turning poten㐠ㄭal energy into real results takes a strategy, and with his new book,
The Perfect Day Formula, ﬁtness and produc㐠ㄭvity expert Craig Ballantyne, shares his
winning secrets for success.
On today's show Craig and I discuss how his mother's struggle with weight loss
inspired him to get into the ﬁtness industry. How he developed his wildly successful,
Turbulence Training program while s㐠ㄭll in grad school, why repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭons ma㌴‱er when
I comes to weight training, how working with a business coach helped him launch
his online empire, and how he discovered the ﬁve pillars to success. Lessons that
apply equally whether you're opening a Paleo doughnut shop or striving for a six
pack. Before we get started, I want to thank the sponsor of today's show, Essen㐠ㄭa,
maker of the world's only cer㐠ㄭﬁed organic, natural, latex memory foam ma㌴‱resses.
We all know that sleep is an important part of the paleo lifestyle and that a good
night sleep is essen㐠ㄭal for health. What you may not know is that conven㐠ㄭonal
ma㌴‱resses might be limi㐠ㄭng the beneﬁts you get from sleep, and they might
actually contribute to health problems. When I talked to Jack Dell'Accio, CEO of
Essen㐠ㄭa ma㌴‱resses he told me about the eﬀects of vola㐠ㄭle organic compounds,
VOCs which are chemicals released by the polyurethane foam used to make most
commercial ma㌴‱resses.

Jack:

VOC's are on of those components that lead to cancers and I believe that ... I think
it's very well known now out there, it's becoming more common, people
recognizing that low level chronic exposure is not healthy.

Tony:

Increased risk of cancer might be one aspect of VOC exposure but, even in the short
term it can be detrimental to health.

Jack:

It s㐠ㄭmulates your central nervous system and that constant s㐠ㄭmula㐠ㄭon when it
comes to sleep, prevents you from ge㘰㠸ng to your delta sleep faster and stay there
longer. It's very intrusive in what you require for sleep, for recovery.

Tony:

Swimming in cancer causing, stress inducing chemicals doesn't sound like the recipe
for great sleep, but ge㘰㠸ng your Zs on an all natural organic memory foam ma㌴‱ress
does. Ben Greenﬁeld of the top rated Ben Greenﬁeld ﬁtness podcast says that
sleeping on an Essen㐠ㄭa ma㌴‱ress is like sleeping on a so‱੪, pillowy cloud of comfort
and that it's about as close as one can get to a nightly nirvana. To order your
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Essen㐠ㄭa ma㌴‱ress with free shipping and a sixty‐day money back guarantee just to
to myessen㐠ㄭa.com.
All right folks it's 㐠ㄭme to create the perfect day. Paleo Magazine Radio starts now.
Hey, everybody. Welcome back to Paleo Magazine Radio, I'm here with Craig
Ballantyne, he's the author of, The Perfect Day Formula, how to own the day and
control your life. Craig, welcome to the show.
Craig:

Thanks so much Tony, wonderful to be here.

Tony:

For me, I'm coming from the ﬁtness world and I was a ... I s㐠ㄭll am a personal trainer
and it's what I do when I'm not podcas㐠ㄭng. I heard about you through turbulence
training, that was my connec㐠ㄭon to your work. Then obviously you're doing more
with, The Perfect Day Formula, and everything else. For our audience members who
haven't come across you or your work, do you mind giving us a brief rundown, the
history of Craig Ballantyne.

Craig:

I'd love to talk about turbulence training, my ﬁrst love, that truly was. I was a
graduate student back in 1998 when I went from having a couple hours to work out
every day or so, to having thirty minutes because I was in the lab from 7am to 11pm
doing lab work. I took all the informa㐠ㄭon that I learned over the years, and I put it
together in this program that got me in and out of the gym in thirty minutes. That
was when turbulence training was born and then I started wri㐠ㄭng for Men's Health
Magazine in 2000. I s㐠ㄭll train this way to this day, it's just a very structured short
burst, metabolic resistance type training program.
It's since been featured in Women's Health, Oxygen, Preven㐠ㄭon Magazine, Na㐠ㄭonal
Geographic, Details Magazine when it was s㐠ㄭll around, Maxim Magazine. Pre㌴‱y
much all these magazines you can think of that have any health or ﬁtness
component. It's really helped a lot of people. Over the years people were just asking
for more and more body weight only programs, and so that's what I came up with.
I've ﬁlmed over a hundred body weight programs that are on YouTube and through
our business, and it really just has allowed me to help literally hundreds of
thousands of people. I have some videos on YouTube that have been watched
almost two million 㐠ㄭmes. They've been around for a while but, they have been
watched two million 㐠ㄭmes.
It's been a real pleasure to be able to help people with all these home workouts and
really help them overcome excuses, just like you guys do. Helping people overcome
excuses, and going to the paleo lifestyle. It's really been wonderful and I'm happy to
answer more ques㐠ㄭons on that.
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Tony:

Let's actually go back even further to a 㐠ㄭme before you were a grad student and
struggling with your ﬁtness. What got you interested in health and ﬁtness in the
ﬁrst place? Why was that your chosen path of study, and why did you dedicate your
life to it?

Craig:

I was always into sports and so, I started working out in my teenage years to get
stronger for both ice hockey and soccer. If you go all the way back to when I was
four years old, there was a moment with my mother that actually must have
inspired me to go into the weight loss world rather than helping athletes training. I
was four years old, as I said, and I was riding home from town ... We lived on a farm
back then. I was with my mom in this old green car and she looked down, and I
could see she was sad, and I asked her, "Mommy, what was wrong?" She said, "I just
got back from Weight Watchers and I had another unsuccessful week, I didn't lose
any weight." It really hurt me to see the hurt in her eyes and so over the years as
I've learned all this stuﬀ about how to exercise quickly, and how to get results, and
how the truth about nutri㐠ㄭon is not what big companies tell you, that I really
wanted to go out there and share this informa㐠ㄭon with the world.
That must have been what inspired me underneath it all but, it was me personally
and selﬁsh ge㘰㠸ng into weight training for my own needs. Eventually in college
when I started, I guess I put the two together that I could take the informa㐠ㄭon that I
was using and help average people, regular people, all the readers of these
magazines to get more results in less 㐠ㄭme. That's what's brought me to where I am
today.

Tony:

What were you studying? What were you seeing that convinced you that the short,
high intensity metabolic resistance type training was really the way to go?

Craig:

Great ques㐠ㄭon. Back then it was on the cusp of when interval training was
becoming known among advanced trainers, and so, I was studying that in 1998. I
was studying workouts where guys were doing mul㐠ㄭ‐movement exercises. At that
㐠ㄭme that was when Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa were hi㘰㠸ng home runs every
㐠ㄭme they got up to bat, and there was a lot of controversy about a supplement they
were taking called androstenedione which is a precursor to testosterone. My
graduate advisor allowed me to do a training study where we had these guys come
in and either take a placebo or take the supplement before a long sixty‐minute
resistance training workout. We monitored how that eﬀected their hormone
changes. What we actually found was the only hormone that had actually changed
was estradiol which is associated with gynecomas㐠ㄭa in men, which means growth in
their breasts.

Tony:

Not what people are probably looking for.
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Craig:

Not what Mark McGwire was looking for that's for sure. We did that study and then
combined with the interval training study, and then I did another study as my
Master's thesis which is ... There was a lot of controversy around people would run
for a long 㐠ㄭme and they'd lose their power. They'd lose their lose their ability to do
ver㐠ㄭcal jumps at a great level. My professors were no㐠ㄭcing this, just among their
other friends who were professors. They got into this marathon running and then
over the years they no㐠ㄭced they had no explosiveness. What we did in that training
study was we had guys do single leg cycling for sixty minutes. You can just imagine
how boring that was for weeks on end. Then we compared their power in the
trained leg versus the untrained leg and also the ﬁtness improvements.
That was when I was realizing the downfall of slow, boring, cardio, that it basically
made you weak and took away your explosiveness. I was training athletes at the
㐠ㄭme and we realized we didn't want that to happen. Also I was just reading all
these, quite a few studies where it was disappoin㐠ㄭng results from long slow cardio
and so that got me to go through. I've wri㌴‱en one book, Just Say No To Cardio, and
I'm working with a major publisher right now on another book about ge㘰㠸ng rid of
cardio because it's not what people think it is and replacing it with short burst
workouts.
All that research really brought me to where I am today with the shorter workouts,
the intense workouts. So many other trainers and so many other systems have
caught up, and you see it everywhere. I guess what separates my stuﬀ is I'm very
structured. We're very, very structured, we don't jump around from workout to
workout. We go three workouts per week, some㐠ㄭmes four, and we use the same
workouts for three to four weeks. Then when the body is close to adap㐠ㄭng then we
move on to a new s㐠ㄭmulus and look for new adapta㐠ㄭons.

Tony:

When you're ﬁrst implemen㐠ㄭng some of these ideas you said you were training
athletes, what was the se㘰㠸ng within which you were working? Were you working in
a tradi㐠ㄭonal gym or did you have the luxury of being in maybe a precursor to the
modern day crossﬁt gyms?

Craig:

No, I was in college s㐠ㄭll. In Canada there isn't a huge budget for strength and
condi㐠ㄭoning. There's a li㌴‱le bit more now but back then there was almost nothing
for the teams. I was working with every team at our school. From men to women's
basketball, to men's soccer, women's soccer. We didn't have a nice soccer team. I
wasn't involved with the football team but most of those teams [inaudible
00:11:43] and I really loved it. We would go out and we will train with intervals and
these guys would be in mid s㐠ㄭlts and forms within four to six weeks of interval
training, some㐠ㄭmes even less. They'd be losing body fat really quickly. That was
summer of '98 going into '99, and it was just a huge revela㐠ㄭon for me to see these
guys make these improvements.
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That again, back there wasn't a whole lot of people doing interval training. If you
went to the NACA event and you talked to the elite guys, they were deﬁnitely doing
it but not a lot of people were doing it. That was a big breakthrough and I really
appreciated that opportunity to learn that stuﬀ. Even years just with our amateur
athle㐠ㄭcs that we have here in Canada.
Tony:

What did some of your ﬁrst turbulence training workouts look like? When you were
in grad school, didn't have a lot of 㐠ㄭme, what kind of things were you doing? Just
maybe describe a typical workout.

Craig:

They were the same sort of things that I was having people do in the maze a couple
of years later. You go to a gym at lunch 㐠ㄭme which was when I was going with study
meant sessions and it's going to be busy gym. You need to be able to have a
combina㐠ㄭon of body weight and dumbbell exercises that you can do in superset
fashion. I came up with something called non compe㐠ㄭng supersets which means, in
classic body training you hear about how you pair, a bench press and a dumbbell
chest press. Obviously those exercises are compe㐠ㄭng for the same muscle group,
and so you're not going to be able to use the heavy resistance for the both of them.
It's ﬁne for the body, but for someone who wants to get a workout whether using
almost a 8‐repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon maximum intensity, we'd want to have one muscle group work
while the other muscle group rests. Research didn't show me then but a couple
years later conﬁrmed what was I thinking, that we wanted to s㐠ㄭck in the
8‐repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon range. We did 8‐repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon maximum compared to a 12‐repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon
maximum in a soccer training program, the women when they did the 8 reps, they
had a great post exercise oxygen consump㐠ㄭon. Meaning they burn more calories,
they had a greater a‱੪erburns, what people are calling it these days, from using the
8‐repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon maximum, compared to using a lighter weight in the 12‐repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon
maximum.
I have found that out through personal experience, it was a couple of years later
when that study came out, so it was really, really great learning experience there. It
reminded me that, "Hey, listen, we don't want to be using light weights whenever
possible, we want to challenge people to 8‐repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭons, and that's going to help
them to burn more calories during training and a‱੪er training. Also really be suitable
for building lean muscle mass, and burning fat, so they actually get those amazing
body for life level transforma㐠ㄭons."

Tony:

When you talk about 8 repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭons are you saying hi㘰㠸ng failure at that point like
sort of a momentarily muscle failure type of situa㐠ㄭon?

Craig:

Yeah, another great ques㐠ㄭon. I always recommend people using 9 repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon
maximums, so they're always able to echo one more repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon. I did another study
back in my undergraduate where we had people train to failure, and what we found
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was people were able to maximally ac㐠ㄭvate their motor units and their muscles,
[inaudible 00:15:01] to be able to maximally ac㐠ㄭvate your muscle, once they hit
90% of failure. They were doing 15 roll ups, they were actually recrui㐠ㄭng all their
muscle ﬁbers by repe㐠ㄭ㐠ㄭon number 12. We didn't have to go to failure.
Because most people were training at home, training alone, that would read my
programs, we would want them to stop a li㌴‱le bit short of failure, even if they're
just using dumbbells. They don't have to worry about ge㘰㠸ng crushed by a bar bell
bench press at home in most cases. S㐠ㄭll there's no reason to train to absolute
failure. It also just leads generally I think to burn out in the central nervous system,
and people will get weaker over 㐠ㄭme if they always train to failure. We always stop
a li㌴‱le bit short and s㐠ㄭll gives us those beneﬁts and the training sessions for the
a‱੪er run.
Tony:

A‱੪er you developed your program, you graduated school, did you go right into
working in a facility, did you open your own gym? What was the next step for you?

Craig:

I never did open my own gym, and I was always training either in people's homes or
in bou㐠ㄭque facili㐠ㄭes in downtown Toronto which is where I was based at the 㐠ㄭme.
We had interes㐠ㄭng clients and I trained people all ages from 14 to 81, with most
people being busy execu㐠ㄭves or busy homemakers. It was really, really great
because there was a lot of diﬀerent psychologies that you had to work around there
with their respec㐠ㄭve beliefs about training. I learned so much, and there was big
breakthroughs. There was training 35 to 40 hours a week, a full load, but nothing
crazy. It was mostly one on one, and there was some group/team training at night.
Then eventually 2005/2006 boot camps started ge㘰㠸ng popular and I started
moving into those.
I've had the training experience with almost everything and it's really been
wonderful to learn from so many people and help so many people change with this
type of training.

Tony:

When did you pivot your business to the online space with turbulencetraining.com
and websites like Early to Rise?

Craig:

I was actually doing that all the way back in 1999. I started email newsle㌴‱er back
then, built up a few thousand subscribers. As far as being an online businessman, I
didn't have any idea what I was doing un㐠ㄭl about 2002. I started selling programs
and then put my turbulence training program online in 2003. 2003 through 2006, I
had some moderate success. Then 2006, I hired a business coach and he showed
me the way and he really helped to give me that exponen㐠ㄭal improvement in my
business. Since then it's been full 㐠ㄭme since mid 2006, we've grown that business.
We have a dozen employees, we have cer㐠ㄭﬁed turbulence trainers all around the
world.
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It is just wonderful to just be able to help so many people. We have almost 300,000
fans on our Facebook page. Were helping and changing lives everyday. It's amazing
that this opportunity came along, I don't know what I would have done 20 or 30
years ago.
Tony:

Yeah, absolutely. It's hard to imagine life without the internet. It's certainly
revolu㐠ㄭonized a lot of things in addi㐠ㄭon to our exercise programming and our
ability to make money by delivering exercise programming. You men㐠ㄭoned some
issues with the conven㐠ㄭonal dietary wisdom as well, what is your perspec㐠ㄭve on
diet in the role of nutri㐠ㄭon?

Craig:

I've made videos that have showed in a funny way that diet is more important than
exercise. Even though I'm a trainer and I make my daily bread from selling exercise
programs, I will be at the front of the line to say diet is the most important part of
not only your ﬁtness, but also your cardiovascular health. It is far more important
than any exercise you can do, for either one of those. One of my funny videos online
is me running on a treadmill as hard as I can while my friend, Brad Pilon who is an
intermi㌴‱ent fas㐠ㄭng guru standing besides me and ea㐠ㄭng pizza ad drinking a soda.
He is able to consume 1,200 calories in 4 minutes, and in 4 minutes I'm only able to
burn I think it was maybe 50 calories on treadmill, [inaudible 00:19:21] and then
sprin㐠ㄭng.
It just shows you how great of a discrepancy there is between what you can eat in a
few minutes against what you can burn. People that think they can go in on Monday
morning a‱੪er ea㐠ㄭng 2,000 calories of wings and 6 pack of beer while watching beer
the day before, they're going to be sadly mistaken. You can't go to the cardio
confessional, as I call it, and burn oﬀ those calories, it will take you hours. People
need to understand that, and once they understand that, they see the value of
nutri㐠ㄭon and why it's so important. That is the number one factor in your fat loss,
and in your cardiovascular and health.

Tony:

As far as any speciﬁc foods that you recommend as kind of key things to focus on,
do you have a meal plan of sorts that you would advocate for yourself, or even just
a general template?

Craig:

I am pre㌴‱y close to paleo myself. I have been tested for gluten sensi㐠ㄭvity, and I have
this one gene, I have both alleles, this one gene that mark me as sensi㐠ㄭve with
gluten, so I do avoid it. I have for about 4 years now, it's very simple for me. For
people that don't need to necessarily avoid it, I do recommend limi㐠ㄭng wheat
products as much as possible. We just recommend, the simplest thing for me to do
is whole natural foods, avoid things from a bag or a box. Lots of foods, vegetables,
groundnuts, and excellent protein sources, and healthy fats.
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It is nothing secre㐠ㄭve, I don't mind if people want to be intermi㌴‱ent fas㐠ㄭng person.
I like breakfast and dinner so I don't do intermi㌴‱ent fas㐠ㄭng, I certainly can if I need
to but I don't need to. I know it works for so many people that just don't want to do
a lot of meal prep, so I'm ﬁne with that. I actually believe Tony that every diet will
work for some people, it's just a ma㌴‱er of ﬁnding the right diet for your personality
and your schedule, and then you can s㐠ㄭck to it. Obviously people do have gluten
sensi㐠ㄭvity and it's something they have to work around as well.
Totally whole natural foods at the end of the day, single ingredients foods. With
single ingredient foods is a banana, or a piece of meat. I like potatoes, I eat a lot of
potatoes, so I don't tell people to avoid that. It's just real food and when people
focus on real food, and mindful ea㐠ㄭng and consistency with their exercise, they're
going to have amazing results.
Tony:

I think you just boiled it down right there, that's a formula that's hard to argue with.
Speaking of formulas, your latest book which came out last year, the perfect day
formula, it's a li㌴‱le bit of a pivot for you in terms of the focus. It's not necessarily
about fat loss or ge㘰㠸ng shredded or improving your cardiovascular condi㐠ㄭoning,
it's more about being produc㐠ㄭve and having a ﬂow to your day that allows you to
get things done. Can you talk about how this came to be and why you felt
compelled to put this informa㐠ㄭon out there?

Craig:

I've been wri㐠ㄭng for a personal development site that I have owned since 2011
called early to earlyrise.com. I've really always been about this produc㐠ㄭvity and
being successful and helping people, whether they're trying to lose weight, or
whether they're trying to get more done, I believe that there's a lot of shortcuts to
success, based on science. I put this book together because it's something that I've
been studying for my own personal success over the years, and I wanted to give
people a formula for it. That's what we ended up doing.
The interes㐠ㄭng thing is there's a huge crossover here because the middle of the
book contains what I call the ﬁve pillars of success. The ﬁve pillars of success was
something I learned from running body transforma㐠ㄭon contests since 2007 in my
business. I found Tony that the people who won the contest, they always had these
ﬁve pillars in place. These ﬁve pillars, if they weren't there, someone who only had
one or two of the pillars they would drop out of the program a‱੪er 2 weeks. You
could see it coming, it was just like, "Here's a person who is going to succeed
because they have the pillars. Here's someone who's refused to get them, or who
can't get them, I don't know how long they're going to be around."
The ﬁve pillars are be㌴‱er planning and prepara㐠ㄭon, professional accountability,
which is having a coach, social support, which is having cheerleaders in your life for
the bad days when you need a pat on the back, and some encouragement. Then a
meaningful incen㐠ㄭve. What that means is whatever you're doing this for, whatever
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your reward is at the end of the day, whether you're losing weight, or whether
you're trying to make more money for your family, there has to be a meaningful
incen㐠ㄭve for what you're doing. If it's not meaningful to you, you aren't going to be
inspired to keep going during the tough 㐠ㄭmes.
Finally the ﬁ‱੪h pillar is the big deadline. The big deadline is the pillar that actually
has the greatest impact on our ac㐠ㄭon. You've probably seen people running a race,
or if you've run a race yourself Tony or if you've watched people run marathons, as
they get closer to that ﬁnish line, they're summing up energy that otherwise wasn't
there. It's that deadline. Another deadline, another great example of that is
Christmas Eve. We all know that Christmas is coming every year, it's no surprise,
December 25th every year, but what happens on December 24th? The mall is
packed because of the big deadline. It springs us to ac㐠ㄭon in so many diﬀerent
ways, and that's why it's so important. That's why the ﬁ‱੪h is the most impac‰‰ul
pillar in success.
Tony:

I guess this really isn't a big departure then, like you said there's a big crossover. You
can take these same principles whether it's trying to lose weight and transform your
body, or to build up a business. Obviously you found success in both arenas. For
somebody who is maybe successful in their ﬁtness and they feel like they've
achieved their goals, why do you think that some㐠ㄭmes we're not able to apply that
same success in the business world? Why is there some㐠ㄭmes a disconnect there as
far as people having success in one area of their life, and maybe not in another?

Craig:

I have had success in some areas and struggled in others. I can say from personal
experience that struggling is just a ma㌴‱er of in㐠ㄭmida㐠ㄭon I think. It's this whole idea
of. "I don't know where to get started." Hopefully that's what the pillars allow
someone to do. They're able to say, "Listen, if you want to succeed you need these
ﬁve things. If you need these ﬁve things to really smooth the path to success, let's
take a look, let's just sit down and look at them and how would they apply to
building your business. You need be㌴‱er planning and prepara㐠ㄭon." "Okay I can see
how that would work, we need to plan who we're going to try and serve, we're
going to think about all the obstacles in the way, and then plan to work around
those obstacles. If we're trying to have foot traﬃc to our gym, or to our loca㐠ㄭon,
then we need to make sure that we pick the right loca㐠ㄭon so that we're not hidden,
and therefore people won't see us." That's be㌴‱er planning and prepara㐠ㄭon.
Then professional accountability, this is so important. If I would have went and got a
business coach sooner than I did, I'd even be more successful today. My book would
have been out years ago and I could have helped more people. I hesitated to get a
coach. You do need to ﬁnd somebody who's been there and done that. It doesn't
ma㌴‱er if you're trying to lose weight, you go and get a trainer who's had success
and who's referred to you by others. If you want to start a business, you go and ﬁnd
somebody that who's build a business that I want to have. Do they have a book out
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there? Can I go read it? Do they have YouTube videos that I can go listen to those?
To see if they're the right ﬁt for me both in terms of exper㐠ㄭse and in their morals
and ethics.
You want to ﬁnd a coach who's not only the right coach for you, who can show you
how to get things done, but who also has respect for your belief on life and the way
you want to do business. Who's not going to pressure you into making decisions
you're going to regret.
Then you need just posi㐠ㄭve social support. That just means again, you're going to
ﬁnd more people who have been there and done what you want to do, and so that
they can say, "Hey, when I was stuck, here's what I did." Those are mastermind
groups, those are chamber of commerce groups. They're going online and checking
out Facebook groups, or successful personal trainers. If you're trying to start
doughnut shop, look for people that have had successful doughnut shops. I don't
think anybody listening to your podcast is going to be trying to start a doughnut
shop.
Tony:

Maybe a paleo doughnut shop.

Craig:

Right, made out of bacon.

Tony:

There you go.

Craig:

There's so many great online communi㐠ㄭes out there, and there's plenty of research
that shows if you get connected with online support groups that they are very
beneﬁcial. It doesn't have to be real world, face to face, in the ﬂesh support, it can
be online from complete strangers who you might never, ever meet. It is research
proven to be such as eﬀec㐠ㄭve as in person support.
Then you go and ﬁnd a meaningful incen㐠ㄭve, that's really what inspires you to take
ac㐠ㄭon. Then you give yourself a deadline, which is where a lot of people, they fail
on their goals in many areas of life. They will say that they want to accomplish
something, but they won't give themselves a deadline with consequences. If we
don't put a deadline with consequences there, then we suﬀer from what Tim Ferris
told us about in The 4 Hour Workweek, which is something called Parkinson's Law.
That talks about how the task will expand to ﬁt the 㐠ㄭme allo㌴‱ed for it.
Everyone has had the, you have to get your essay done by March 31st in college or
high school, and we magically leave it 㐠ㄭll March 30th at midnight. If it was March
24th, we would have somehow got it done by March 24th. If it was April 15th, we
somehow would have waited un㐠ㄭl April 15th to get it done. That is Parkinson's Law
at work, and that also is applicable to star㐠ㄭng a business. If you don't give yourself a
deadline on ren㐠ㄭng out a space, or pu㘰㠸ng together a business plan, then it will
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always just sit there and forever be procras㐠ㄭnated upon. That's another aspect that
people need to put into place for whatever goal they want to achieve.
Tony:

I think that is a great point. I always think of that as posi㐠ㄭve pressure. You need that
li㌴‱le bit of ﬁre underneath your pants to get you moving. Like you said, if you have a
goal and it's to ﬁnish something in 6 months, typically you'll ﬁgure out a way to
make it happen, as long as you have that good accountability, which I think is very
important. Otherwise you'll just dri‱੪ oﬀ into the purgatory of lost dreams.
Craig, this has been a really great conversa㐠ㄭon, I was just si㘰㠸ng back and listening,
for most of it just thinking, "Yeah, this is all very useful informa㐠ㄭon that I could
apply in my own life." I'd just like to end with, it sounds like you've kind of done it.
You've got great physical health, you've got a thriving business. What's something in
your life that you're striving for? What's the goal that maybe you're working on and
applying the ﬁve pillars towards at this moment.

Craig:

That's a wonderful ques㐠ㄭon Tony. I was actually just going to men㐠ㄭon you can also
use these ﬁve pillars to ﬁnd the love of your life. That is kind of something I am
working on right now. Found one last year but she didn't feel the same way about
me, so I'm using the same thing. Somebody might be si㘰㠸ng there thinking, "How
do you ﬁnd a spouse with the ﬁve pillars?" Well, you do be㌴‱er planning and
prepara㐠ㄭon. What do I look for in this individual? If that's what I look for, where do I
ﬁnd somebody with these quali㐠ㄭes, and how can I spend more 㐠ㄭme in these
environments, and how can I get connected to these people? That's one way.
Professional accountability, I've used matchmakers in the past. People can just
recruit a friend, ﬁnd somebody who just has the most social connec㐠ㄭons and say,
"Hey, I would love for you to help me ﬁnd somebody." Most people when they're
made that oﬀer, they go, "Oh I would love to help you ﬁnd somebody." Everybody
knows somebody who would just be dying out there to help them, so they can go
and do that. Then you have posi㐠ㄭve social support. Tell your friends, "This is my
goal, I want to meet this person. When you send me an email and I say I'm too 㐠ㄭred
to go out tonight, I don't want to go to this party, you got to step up and say, hey
this is your goal come on, let's go, let's have fun. Let's meet some new people."
That's another thing, that's the third pillar there.
Fourth is meaningful incen㐠ㄭve. Generally that's built in to something like that. Then
ﬁ‱੪h is a deadline, you need to give yourself a deadline for this like saying, "Hey, for
the next 3 months I need to meet 6 new people or I need to go on 3 dates." You
have something called process skills, which you can ... You might not be able to
control that yes you're going to meet the love of your life in 90 days, but you can
say, "Listen, in the next 90 days, I'm going to ask at least 6 people to go out for
dinner, or have coﬀee or have lunch." Those are things you can control, and those
are what you can put in to help you connect with your big deadline.
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There you have it Tony. There is something that we can all beneﬁt from at some
point in our life, which is mee㐠ㄭng new people, that's how you use the ﬁve pillars.
Tony:

That's awesome men. If I come across some stellar ladies in the next couple of
weeks, I'll make sure to send them your way.

Craig:

I'll appreciate that. Thank you.

Tony:

Thanks so much for coming to our show man, it's been a blast talking to you.

Craig:

Thanks so much Tony.

Tony:

That was Craig Ballantyne, author of The Perfect Day Formula. You can ﬁnd out
more about Craig by going to his website, earlytorise.com or
turbulencetraining.com. Next week on the show, I'm joined by Dr. Maya
Shetreat‐Klein, author of, The Dirt Cure. Here's a preview.

Dr. Maya:

Whether children have a diagnosis of ADHD or they don't, when a combina㐠ㄭon of
preserva㐠ㄭves and food dyes were given to them in a double blind placebo
controlled trials, they found that children 2 and 3 years of age, and 8 years of age
were more hyperac㐠ㄭve when they were give those combina㐠ㄭons of synthe㐠ㄭc food
dyes and preserva㐠ㄭves, than if they weren't.

Tony:

To learn more about growing healthy kids from the ground up, you'll have to tune in
to next week's show. Un㐠ㄭl then, you can check out our full archive of paleo
magazine radio episodes on paleomagonline.com. Just click the PMR PODCAST tab
at the top. Thanks again to today's sponsor, Essen㐠ㄭa, make use of the world's only
cer㐠ㄭﬁed organic, natural latex memory foam ma㌴‱resses.
Thanks to you too paleo na㐠ㄭon, without you we won't be here, and I won't have the
opportunity to talk to amazing guests about modern day paleo living each and every
week. It's unfortunate that I don't get to see you however, it's just one of the
limita㐠ㄭons of podcas㐠ㄭng, but in lieu of that I'd love to know what you think about
the show. A great way to do that, is to head over to iTunes and leave a ra㐠ㄭng and
review. It's a small thing but it makes a big diﬀerence.
Paleo Magazine Radio is brought to you by the Paleo Media Group. Our show music
features the song Light It Up by Morgan Heritage and Jo Mersa Marley. Paleo
Magazine Radio is produced by me, and on behalf of everyone at Paleo Magazine,
thank you for listening.
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